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1. Introduction

The operating principle of a battery electric vehicle (BEV) 
may differ from those of an internal combustion engine (ICE). 
A driver who uses an ICE is not necessarily involved in an 
economic drive for a variety of reasons [1, 2]. One of the 
reasons is the difference between BEVs and ICEs in the con-
sumption of fuel. An aggressive driving style has an impact 
on the operating costs of a vehicle and the emission of envi-
ronmental air pollutants [3]. The results of a study [4] demon-
strated that the average fuel consumption under an aggressive 
style of driving in an urban area was up to 30 % higher than 
that during a calm style of driving. In motorway tests, the 
average fuel consumption increased by 4 %. This is different 
for BEVs, where unskilled driving significantly increases the 
energy requirement [5]. Therefore, many studies have been 
conducted on energy requirements, determining that the dri-
ving style is crucial [6–8]. In Poland, the topic of BEV is up 
to date. Poland is a leading manufacturer of batteries for 
BEV, and the production of Izera BEV was scheduled for two 
years. Scientists from i.a. Kielce, Warszawa, and Lublin are 
conducting research on electric cars. Scientists at the Warsaw 
University of Technology are conducting research on a new 
generation of batteries without substances such as fluoride, 
nickel, and cobalt [9, 10]. The specified chemical composi-
tion allowed for an increase in battery life. In turn, resear-
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chers from the Kielce University of Technology are focusing 
on the issue of introducing BEVs as an alternative to ICEs 
[11–13]. Such actions are very important due to reducing envi-
ronmental pollution and improving air quality. These requ-
irements relate to zero-emissions standards. The feeling of 
range connected with access to suitable EV charging outlets 
is very important [14]. Therefore, a minimum number of elec-
tric vehicle charging outlets has been determined [12], and 
even innovative charging stations were developed by scientists 
from Lublin, who are working on improving the methods of 
charging BEVs [15, 16].

Abbreviations used in article

Nomenclature Description

BEV battery electric vehicle

DtE distance to empty

EC energy consumption

ICE internal combustion engine

SoC state of charge

BR battery’s range

BRinit initial battery range

E energy

O overestimation

S distance

V velocity

Energy consumption (EC) in BEVs should be considered in 
terms of the manner of EC in these vehicles and the type of 
driving range estimation algorithm. One of the research com-
panies is the BMW brand, which has attempted to improve its 
I3 model. Studies focused on improving an electric vehicle’s 
distance to empty (DtE) estimation. Studies [17–19] confirm 
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that estimating the theoretical range of electric vehicles is 
inaccurate. Factors, such as driving style or heat pump oper-
ation in the heating mode, are not included in the estima-
tion algorithm. Conventional DtE algorithms estimate the 
vehicle’s future EC and the estimation results are displayed 
on the vehicle’s dashboard as a theoretical range. Firstly, as 
long as the estimated error rate of the DtE is greater, there 
will be more changes from its past use to its future use, i.e., 
the more EC factors that occur (heating, defrosting, etc.), the 
more difficult it is to predict future EC. Accurate results will 
be displayed when the future use is similar to its past use or 
applicable information about its future use is known before-
hand [19]. Secondly, energy measurements can be made in 
strictly defined locations. One may experience some problems 
while measuring energy as when energy is measured at the 
input of the motor, the motor controller and battery losses 
are not included [18].

Energy consumption models can be also found in the liter-
ature [20, 21]. However, these models do not include driving 
style parameters. In [20], a comprehensive model to measure 
an electric vehicle’s EC and carbon emissions was developed. 
This model consisted of velocity, load, and distance param-
eters. In another work [21], vehicle mass, velocity, and gra-
dient of the terrain were included. There were also models 
that assumed a linear dependence of the EC on the traveled 
distance [22, 23]. Real-life EC is not a linear function of trav-
eled distance [21] as assumed in [22, 23]. Even more realis-
tic models do not take into account driving styles. Although 
the above-mentioned papers analyzed the EC problem, they 
did not consider the case of driving styles. This is why the 
impact of driving style on the EC in BEVs is of great impor-
tance, as demonstrated in the conducted research. Therefore, 
the extendibility of the theoretical driving range consid-
ered in the driving style problem may be another promising 
research direction.

Due to the inaccuracies of the range estimation algorithm 
[17–19] and simulation models [20–23], an upgrade of the 
driving technique and DtE experiments should be considered. 
Moreover, the results of DtE experiments are not presented 
in the literature [24–29].

2. Materials and Methods

The main goal of the manuscript was to conduct the DtE 
tests and to show the impact of driving style on the range of 
BEVs. The tests were performed on a BEV with a REx Sys-
tem (i.e., BMW I3 REx from 2017). The tested car had the 
0.65 dm3 in-line two-cylinder engine with a 21.6 kW generator, 
a 125·kW permanent magnet synchronous AC motor, and 
an 18.8 kWh lithium-ion battery (60 Ah BMW i3 REx). The 
REx System automatically recharges the battery using a com-
bustion engine when its level is low [30]. The REx System’s 
activation is loud, making it uncomfortable for everyday usage 
or onward travel [31]. The obtained data were read from the 
hidden service menu to avoid energy measurement problems 
described in [18]. In this case, each test was repeated at a full 
state of charge (SoC). To ensure accuracy, all used batteries 
were in warranty and free of any mechanical damage. The 
tests simulated driving on a daily basis. During the trials we 
assumed the following:

 − The season was common to all tests;
 − The air cooling was always turned off [17–19]; 
 − The vehicle followed traffic regulations;
 − The vehicle accelerated adequately according to the traffic 
conditions and driving style of the other drivers;

 − The vehicle did not move while idling. 

3. Results

The following results relate to the selected concepts of electric 
vehicle driving, which were different compared to the catalo-
ged data considered in [45]. The presented results came from 
different stages of the research and were divided into two 
modules, which are described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. For both 
modules, test drives of an electric vehicle powered by a bat-
tery were performed.

3.1. First test
The first stage of the test was a test drive in a mixed cycle. The 
obtained results are shown in Figure. 1, where the data were 
available in Polish. Subsequently, the English language equiva-
lents are provided in Figure. 1. The first stage of the driving 
test was conducted for the distance (S) = 117 km, and the tra-
vel time was 176 min. The average EC for the S = 100 km was 
11.2 kWh, and the average velocity (V) was 11.3 m/s.

During the second stage of the test, the battery was charged 
with an external charger powered by a 400 V network. We used 
the EC meter, LE-03MW [46], as it complies with the standard 
EN50470-1/3. After charging the battery, the theoretical driving 
range for the battery was 161 km, and the theoretical driving 
range for the REx System was 122 km (Fig. 2).

The aim of the third stage of the test was to verify the 
information shown on the on-board computer. The third stage 
consisted of driving of S = 100 m with a constant V equal to 
0.67 m/s. When finished driving, the theoretical driving range 
for the battery was 140 km and the theoretical driving range 
for the REx System was 106 km (Fig. 3).

The fourth stage of the test related to a test distance that 
was within the maximum theoretical range of the battery. The 
fourth scenario was to drive distances of different lengths and 
consumptions of a part of the battery’s energy (Table 1). One 
of the cases was performed for the S = 115 km, with the initial 
range of the battery being 161 km and the initial range for the 
fuel being 122 km. Having completed the distance S = 115.2 km, 

Fig. 1. Data from the on-board computer from the first stage of the 
first test
Rys. 1. Dane z komputera pokładowego; pierwszy etap pierwszego testu

Fig. 2. The theoretical ranges calculated by the on-board computer 
from the second stage of the first test
Rys. 2. Wskazanie zasięgu teoretycznego obliczone przez komputer 
pokładowy; drugi etap pierwszego testu
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Tab. 1. Energy (E) for a charging battery (E = 18.75 kWh) – cumulative data from the first test
Tab. 1. Zużycie energii do naładowania pakietu bateryjnego (E = 18,75 kWh) – zbiorcza tabela danych dla pierwszego testu

Energy source Total Theoretical 
Range, km

Displayed Fuel 
Range, km

Displayed Battery 
Range, km SoC, % Ambient 

Temperature, K Distance, km

Battery

283 122 161 100 299.65 0

246 106 140 – 299.65 0.1

240 104 136 – 299.65 0.2

177 97 80 – 299.65 43.6

161 98 63 52.5 300.15 60.2

120 99 21 – 300.15 100.3

121 101 20 16.0 300.15 102.8

122 106 16 11.0 300.15 111.4

Range Extender System 114 106 8 6.5 300.15 115.2

Fig. 3. The theoretical ranges after driving the test distance S = 100 m 
from the third stage of the first test
Rys. 3. Wskazanie zasięgu teoretycznego obliczone przez komputer 
pokładowy po przejechaniu odcinka S = 100 m; trzeci etap pierwszego testu

the battery’s remaining range was 8 km, and the REx’s range 
was 106 km. This leads to the conclusion that the discrepancies 
between the battery’s range and the REx’s range between the 
initial and final values were 37.8 km and 16 km, respectively. 
One can determine that the battery’s range was overestimated 
by 37.8 km, which is inadequate according to the initial infor-
mation. Another overestimation of the battery’s range (Table 2) 
for other lengths of the test distances can be also calculated (1) 
in a similar manner. For example, at a distance of 100.3 km, the 
overestimation was 39.7 km, while at a distance of 200 m, the 
overestimation was 24.8 km. The overestimation was calculated 
as the difference between the initial range of the battery (161 
km), the battery’s range, and the distance of a given length. 
A detailed analysis of the results is described in Section 4.

 O = BRinit – BR – S  (1)
Here:

 − O stands for overestimation of the range;
 − BRinit is the initial battery range, a constant = 161 km;
 − BR is the battery’s range;
 − S represents distance.

For the displayed battery range, statistical parameters such 
as mean BR,  median Me, quartiles Q1, Q2, Q3 and standard 
deviation σ were calculated. BR  value was 72, Me value was 
63, Q1 was 20, Q2 was 63, Q3 was 136, and σ value was 61. If 
the two longest distances i.e. 111.4 km and 115.2 km were not 
taken into account, the BR  value would be 89, and σ value 
would be 58. This proves that the battery range value was 

incorrectly estimated by the on-board computer even after 
driving more than 100 km where the theoretical range should 
be predicted with high precision after recognizing factors such 
as ambient temperature or traffic conditions. Even dividing 
data using quartiles Q1, Q2, and Q3, the distances do not match 
the on-board computer estimation.

The obtained results were also presented in Fig. 4. Figure. 4 
shows the dependence of the distance in the function of the 

Tab. 2. Overestimations of the range
Tab. 2. Wartości przeszacowań zasięgu

Energy source Battery Range, 
km

Distance,  
km

Overestimation, 
km

Battery

161 0 –

140 0.1 20.9

136 0.2 24.8

80 43.6 37.4

63 60.2 37.8

21 100.3 39.7

20 102.8 38.2

16 111.4 33.6

Range Extender 
System 8 115.2 37.8

Fig. 4 Distance graph in the function of the battery range
Rys. 4. Wykres przejechanego dystansu w funkcji wyświetlanego zasięgu 
na pakiecie bateryjnym
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displayed battery range. It should be noted that the displayed 
battery range decreased linearly with the distance. Linear 
regression was obtained with a high correlation coefficient of 
0.98. The results differ from linear dependence referring to 
the moment after starting and before REx System activation.

3.2. Second test
The second test started with charging the battery. The theoreti-
cal range for the battery was 135 km and the theoretical range 
for REx System was 151 km (Fig. 5).

In this scenario, the considered distance was 96.9 km. The 
distance was understood as driving until the REx System was 
activated. The example results are as follows: the displayed 
battery range changed from 152 km to 8 km (Table 3); thus, it 
decreased by 144 km. By contrast, the reverse was true for the 
displayed fuel range, where the theoretical distance increased by 
33 km, from 106 km to 139 km. The information displayed on 
the monitor was optimistic, though imprecise. For the battery, 
the effective range was 33 % less than the theoretical range. 
The difference may be explained by the analysis of the power 
management solutions. One can easily observe that the report 
from the on-board computer confirms that the accumulated 
energy for a full SoC was 17.7 kWh (Fig. 6); however, all of the 
accumulated energy in the battery cannot be used. At an 8 % 
battery SoC, the REx System was automatically activated [47].  

Fig. 5. The theoretical ranges calculated by the on-board computer 
from the first stage of the second test
Rys. 5. Wskazanie zasięgu teoretycznego obliczone przez komputer 
pokładowy; pierwszy etap drugiego testu

Fig. 6. Information regarding the full SoC
Rys. 6. Wskazanie na wyświetlaczu po naładowaniu pakietu bateryjnego

This solution is imposed by BMW, and it is not possible to 
interfere with the REx System’s activation. By comparison, in 
[32], a 6 % battery SoC for the REx System was modeled for 
the 2014 BMW i3. The 8 % level corresponded to 1.42 kWh 
of remaining energy; hence, the usable energy was 16.28 kWh.

One of the declared parameters (Table 4) was the theoretical 
range that equaled 120 km with a 14.75 kWh/100 km EC. The 
declared parameters are impossible to reach for a 17.7  kWh 
battery capacity. The performed research confirmed that 
a 15  kWh/100 km EC is necessary to achieve 118 km of the 
theoretical range (Table 4). Based on the results of the investi-
gations, it was proven that the catalog data strongly depended 
on the efficiency of the battery, which changed over time. If the 
efficiency of the battery changes, the catalog data should also 
change. After charging a battery several times, the efficiency 
decreased by 5.8 % in our studies. It is worth mentioning that 
the efficiency of the battery is due to the method of charging 
the battery [33, 34]. Decreasing the battery efficiency mainly 
affects the car’s performance, and the catalog data cannot 
be achieved. Therefore, decreasing the battery capacity will 
discredit the achievement of the catalog data.

The battery efficiency was estimated at 94.2 %. This implies 
that its efficiency decreased by 5.8 % relative to the nominal 
rate. In addition, there was no problem with the power or 
its transfer to the traction system during the charging and 
discharging processes. Thus, it can be concluded that the bat-
tery was not worn out (which was confirmed by the battery 

Tab. 3. Energy (E) for a charging battery (E = 18.94 kWh) cumulative data from the second test
Tab. 3. Zużycie energii do naładowania pakietu bateryjnego (E = 18,94 kWh) – zbiorcza tabela danych dla drugiego testu

Energy source Total Theoretical 
Range, km

Displayed Fuel 
Range, km

Displayed Battery 
Range, km SoC, % Ambient 

Temperature, K Distance, km

Battery

258 106 152 100 293.15 0

232 97 135 – 293.15 6.6

271 147 124 – 293.15 6.8

265 145 120 – 292.15 8.6

259 143 116 – 290.15 8.9

243 135 108 86.0 290.15 13.7

167 125 42 39.0 288.15 52.2

150 123 27 26.0 288.15 72.7

146 129 17 16.5 289.65 84.9

Range Extender 
System

146 139 8 7.5 290.15 96.9

155 146 9 8.0 291.65 104.9

153 146 9 6.0 291.15 113.1
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Tab. 4. Comparison of the tests and catalog data
Tab. 4. Zestawienie uzyskanych wyników i danych katalogowych

Parameter Battery 
Capacity, kWh

Power taken 
from the Grid, 

km
Distance, km

Energy 
Consumption 
kWh/100 km

Energy 
Consumption 
by the I3REx, 
kWh/100 km

Theoretical 
Range of the 
I3REx, km

Distance 
Discrepancy, %

Energy 
Consumption 

Discrepancy, %

First test 16.55 18.75 115.2 14.36 14.00 116.3 1 3

Second test 16.37 18.99 96.9 16.89 15.10 107.8 11 12

Catalog data 
(averaged 

minimum energy 
consumption)

17.7 Catalog data 15 118 – –

Catalog data 
(averaged 

maximum energy 
consumption)

17.7 Catalog data 18 98 – –

Catalog data 
(minimum battery 

range)
17.7 Catalog data 14.75 120 – –

Catalog data 
(maximum 

battery range)
17.7 Catalog data 11.80 150 – –

Catalog data 
(NEDC1) 17.7 Catalog data 13.50 131 – –

1NEDC – New European Driving Cycle

management system (BMS) and the charger analysis system); 
thus, the energy was distributed evenly among the battery 
cells [35].

4. Discussion

Taking into account the main objectives of this paper, as for-
mulated in the last paragraph of Section 1, one should address 
the given test suites as correct. However, there was a discre-
pancy between the obtained results and the catalog data. The-
refore, it was essential to verify the information regarding the 
tested electric car. The main problem arises from the small 
transfer of experience from the use of an ICE to the use of 
a BEV [17, 36]. An inexperienced driver will have concerns 
about limited range in the middle of the trip [37]. This anxiety 
is reduced with experience, as the driver learns about his car 
during the trip [38]. However, the most experienced the car’s 
capabilities, the greater concerns about the displayed range 
[38]. Range information changes because of factors not known 
or understood by drivers (silence while driving) [36], and the 
information is therefore deemed unreliable. The authors of [39] 
rightly concluded that “the most perfect device, in the hands 
of a person unprepared to handle it, becomes a useless device”. 
This follows from the fact the use of a BEV is more difficult 
than the use of an engine vehicle or electric traction vehicle, 
resulting in energy efficiency. BEVs do not move along stric-
tly defined routes and do not have scheduled places to stop 
in comparison to electric traction vehicles, where the traffic is 
planned ahead [40, 41]. The experience with the use of electric 
vehicles and implementation of the selected driving techniques 
allow for high energy efficiency. For clarity, the discussion was 
also divided into two parts. The first part describes the first 
test, and the second part describes the second test.

Testing began with a test drive and charging a battery (first 
and second stage of the first test). Based on the performed 
research, it was shown that the on-board computer calcula-

ted an instantaneous range [42]; thus, the theoretical range 
after charging (161 km) was higher than the traveled distance 
(117  km). An analysis of the theoretical ranges confirmed the 
thesis regarding the strong impact of the average EC. The 
theoretical distance changed when the motor started. Itself, 
the driver model in the used electric car is a moot point and 
can shorten the theoretical range. This problem is related to 
the small capacity of the battery; therefore, the range changes 
very dynamically depending mainly on the driving style. One 
solution to this problem could be limiting the vehicle’s power, 
which reduces the EC. The reduction in EC could cause bet-
ter management of the energy and, above all, a more realistic 
calculation of the range. A short S = 100 m with a constant V 
was also performed in the third stage of the first test. One may 
wonder why the overestimations of the theoretical ranges were 
so large, even for short distances (Table 2). Short distances 
shall be understood as 100 m and 200 m. For longer distan-
ces, one could assume that the causes of the overestimations 
were uphill driving and a strong wind blowing in the opposite 
direction of the travel [43]. However, in such cases, the overe-
stimations for short distances should not be so drastic (up to 
24.8 km). This confirms the analysis was intended to prove the 
calculation of the averaged EC with respect to the last drive.

In the second test, the first attempt at driving was made 
until the REx System was activated. The first attempt was per-
formed for the S = 96.9 km, where the change in the displayed 
battery range decreased by 144 km, and for the displayed fuel 
range it increased by 33 km (Table 3). The changes in the 
displayed ranges concern the effective range. Longer distances 
(after REx activation), (i.e., 104.90 km and 113.10 km) were 
also characterized by a similar relationship. In addition, the 
fuel range did not change for longer distances, as it had a con-
stant value of 146 km. The REx System generated power for 
the battery from the ICE; thus, the fuel range value should 
decrease. This is what should be considered a wrong algori-
thm. In the catalog data [34], one can find notice of the REx 
System’s activation. The system is activated when the battery 
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level is below 8 %. This internal control system is not generally 
available, and it is not possible to interfere with it. Only the 
on-board computer determines the REx System’s activation. 
However, despite this, the 8 % level is a debatable value. The 
precise determinations of the SoC at the time of the REx Sys-
tem’s activation were from 6.5 % to 7.5 %, which corresponded 
to 1.15 kWh and 1.33 kWh.

The battery’s efficiency as well as the influence of different 
factors on its efficiency are also subjects worth discussing. 
The reliability of batteries requires an efficient battery mana-
gement system. Charging/discharging rates and temperature 
affect the battery’s efficiency. In [44], two main factors were 
taken into account: charging/discharging rates and tempera-
ture. The main factors that affected the battery’s efficiency 
were technological and consumable. The technological factor 
depended on the final quality of the battery cells, the choice of 
voltage correctness in every cell, and the technological quality 
of battery balancing for the charging and discharging proces-
ses. Firstly, the energy is stored in the battery, and then there 
is the balancing process. The balancing process begins when 
the energy in the battery is at an 80 % level, and it is neces-
sary to stabilize the voltage in each cell. It is important not to 
disconnect a charger and perform the balancing process. The 
consumable factor depended on the driver’s experience and 
the way that the battery was used.

A discussion regarding the discrepancy between the obtained 
results of the test drives was also established. Let’s compare 
the fourth stage of the first test (S = 115.2 km) and the second 
test (S = 96.9 km). One should notice that the test drives were 
made for different pre-programmed modes. The following two 
pre-programmed modes were considered: eco and comfort. The 
arrangement of these driving modes characterizes different dri-
ving strategies. The eco mode is designed for maximum ranges 
where driving comfort is not important, for example, the air 
conditioning is turned off. The comfort mode, by contrast, is 
designed for maximum driving comfort where ranges are not 
so important. When the comfort mode is selected, the driver 
expects better conditions inside the cabin and is able to incre-
ase travel costs by increasing comfort. Here, the energy is used 
up on electrical devices. The obtained results are incompatible 
with the idea of the manufacturer. The distance in the com-
fort mode should be shorter than in the eco mode and reach 
115.2 km for comfort mode and 96.9 km for eco mode. These 
results do not deny the manufacturer’s technology; it only 
shows how important is the driver’s role in the electric car. 
An experienced driver with technical knowledge regarding an 
electric car can achieve a better result in the comfort mode 
with a proper driving style. An inexperienced driver will obtain 
a shorter distance, even in the eco mode.

Experimental observations of BEVs are important and help 
to understand their EC characteristics. This article can be 
considered as a source of data for the development of a new 
EC model taking into account driving styles. The results of the 
research presented in this paper are encouraging, especially on 
urban routes where traffic conditions change rapidly and are 
unstable (i.e., stop-and-go). Urban routes are understood as 
the flow of traffic with a large number of crossroads, devices 
that break off traffic, and the presence of pedestrians and cyc-
lists. Driving on extra-urban routes is more stable (i.e., a con-
stant V). The scenarios adopted in the research process can 
be useful for battery electric producers or consumers. If the 
manufacturers provide cars for testing before buying and keep 
statistics, then it will be possible to choose the appropriate 
drive train. The drive train would be personalized to the indi-
vidual person, which would decrease operational costs by redu-
cing the battery capacity and its weight. All of this results in 
energy savings.

In conclusion, the conducted research showed the impor-
tance of driving styles. Even when driving according to the 
regulations, one may observe an increase in EC. As a result, 
the theoretical range was significantly lower than the vehicle’s 
specifications or those displayed on the on-board monitor. This 
exposes drivers to low psychological comfort and more frequ-
ent charging. The measurements show that the driving style 
reduced the theoretical range of BEVs. In particular:

 − The DtE value was different from the prediction of the on-
-board computer. The on-board computer calculated an 
instantaneous range;

 − The battery range was lowered by 21 km after only 
100 meters of driving. The reason is averaging EC with 
respect to the last drive;

 − The precisely determined SoCs were from 6.5 % to 7.5 % 
at the time of the REx System’s activation;

 − An experienced driver with technical knowledge regarding 
an electric car can achieve a better result in the comfort 
mode with a proper driving style;

 − The used battery efficiency was estimated at 94.8 % and 
therefore the catalog data cannot be achieved (Table 4);

The presented results concern the BMW I3 REx from 2017, 
but it should be noted that the manufacturer introduced signi-
ficant changes to the next model in 2018. The changes relate 
to the battery’s energy management system, and this was 
because of the environmental requirements and the assump-
tion that a BEV should have zero emissivity. Thus, eco-frien-
dly vehicles cannot be supported by an ICE, as a BMW with 
a REx system.
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Streszczenie: Popyt na pojazdy elektryczne jest duży ze względu na niskie koszty podróży. 
Jednocześnie spodziewany jest wzrost zasięgu. Dlatego w niniejszym artykule przeanalizowano różne 
koncepcje związane z prowadzeniem pojazdu elektrycznego. Scenariusze jazdy zostały podzielone na 
dwie części. Pierwsza część składała się z czterech etapów: jazdy w cyklu mieszanym, ładowania pakietu 
bateryjnego, przejazdu bardzo krótkiego odcinka oraz przejazdu odcinków o różnej długości, mniejszej 
niż maksymalny zasięg teoretyczny. Druga część polegała na przejechaniu odcinka do momentu 
aktywacji systemu REx. Wyniki przeprowadzonych badań zostały zaprezentowane, a kluczowe ustalenia 
przedstawiono w sekcji dyskusji.

Słowa kluczowe: samochód elektryczny, styl jazdy, zasięg pojazdu, zużycie energii

Wpływ stylu jazdy na zasięg samochodu elektrycznego
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